









                                           RUMBLE AT THE DOCKS





          The whistle sounded loud and shrill like it did every workday at quitting time, it's ominous sound signifying that it was time to go home. The workers filed off the cargo ship they were repairing, carrying their lunchboxes in one hand, and taking their hard hats off with the other. Greg Wesson was one of those workers, happy to be going home. He enjoyed his work on a daily basis, but was always happy to leave and get some rest. Today marked the end of the work week, and being a Friday, meant he was heading to his gym to work out. In his late thirties, Greg started training at this particular gym when he was approached by a famous boxer who happened to be it's owner.
        He couldn't refuse the generous offer, and had slowly gone from being just another gym patron, to one that was regularily working out with the boxer, learning boxing on the side. It was a happy distraction for him, and being in the best shape of his life because of it wasn't too shabby either. Greg continued to walk towards the gates of the dockyards, rounding the corner of another large factory and warehouse, where all the marine machinery and parts for ships were kept in storage. He was now alone, the others having peeled off at different places on their way out of the dockyards.
        Greg preferred the long way around the perimeter, but soon found out it wasn't such a good idea after all. He ground to a halt after going around the next corner. Before him stood several men, some wielding crowbars and bats, others with chain wrapped around their hands. Greg knew that the boxer had some enemies, and warned everyone that trained with him that one day, they might settle someone else's hash. Today seemed to be that day for Greg, as his eyes narrowed, staring down his opponents.
        He clenched his fists, as a bead of sweat made it's way from his dirty blond hair, down the side of his head. He knew he was in tough on this one, and there was no one around to watch his back. Why this had to happen now, he did not know. What was for certain was that someone, or possibly several someones were going to get hurt one way or another, and he hoped that said someone wasn't him. It was going to take all of his training to get out of this jam in once piece or less.
        Just then, his opponents started advancing slowly. Not wanting to  give them anymore advantage than they already had, he charged the closest foe. 
        "GET SOME!" he yelled, closing the gap and throwing a quick right cross at the same time. The strategy worked. He caught the first cronie off guard with the punch, which slammed into his face, sending him down in a bloody, twisted mess. Greg stopped over the man and delivered another quick punch to the man's head, knocking him out completely, and rendering him unable to carry on the fight. 
        "One down, many more to go." muttered Greg to himself.
         The second crony, this one with no hair and a crowbar, ran at him and swung wildly with the metal bar. Greg dodged to the left, kept his feet moving, and swung around behind the large man, delivering several hard lefts and rights to the man's kidneys in quick succession. The man tried to whirl around, but succumbed to the intense pain from the damage he just took, falling to the ground and dropping the crowbar in the process, which landed on the ground with a loud clanging sound. Greg knelt down and picked up the metal weapon, gripping it tightly before getting back up, facing the other opponents.
         "Alright...." he started. "You want to party? Let's party!" he exclaimed. 
         Not sure what to do, the group of men readied their weapons, and also charged, trying to close the gap to Greg. Unfortunately for them, they had started to advance a split second too late. Greg had already sprinted most of the way to them, and had come in hot. He swung the crowbar wildly, connecting with one of the men and sending him flying against the wall of the warehouse, flattened and slumping slowly to the ground. Seeing their partner down, the other men suddenly found a bit more focused, and swarmed their attacker.
         Greg knew he was in tough, and tried to keep his feet moving, and do as much damage up close as possible. There were furious punches being thrown, some with fists that were wrapped in chain, others with brass knucks. One cronie swung his crowbar at Greg, only to hit a fellow cronie in the leg as Greg jumped to the left, breaking it. The man on the receiving end howled in pain before falling over and smacking his palm into the pavement in pain. Greg charged the stunned man that wielded the other crowbar, catching him offguard and using the man's own body weight to send him crashing into a few of the others. It was then that Greg dropped his own crowbar, and delivered a few fast punches to the downed men.
         Some time had passed since the brawl began, and now the odds were starting to even out. The initial score of men lined up to fight were now down to just a few,  as all the others were either knocked out, or too injured to continue fighting. 
        "Not bad Greg, not bad." he muttered. "Now keep yoursel moving, and finish this." he said to himself, before attacking another cronie. As he grabbed the cronie and spun him around, he lanced out with a right hook, then a vicious uppercut. The man's jaw was no match for the uppercut, cracking under the force, the man falling backwards and crashing into the perimeter fence. There were now only two men left, and Greg was feeling very confident.
         One of them charged him, swinging some iron chain that had been wrapped around his fists. Greg sidestepped the attack, and spun around quickly for a counterattack. His straight right caught the man in the back of the head, sending him down to the pavement. As he tried to get back to his feet, Greg ran up and thrust his right leg into the man's  ribs, a cracking sound signifying that he had done some damage. The man flopped to the ground in pain, dropping the chain, and was unable to get up. 
         Greg turned to face the last man of the group, who had fear writted all over his face. The man started to back up, then stopped and clenched his fists. Greg slowly stalked the man, closing the gap quickly.
         He stopped and kept his fists balled up at his sides, waiting for the last cronie to make the first move. It wasn't long before the man charged him, swearing and yelling a battle cry as well. Greg did nothing but wait. After a few quick seconds, with the cronie bearing down, Greg stuck his left arm out and sidestepped, clotheslining the man while sidestepping his attack. The man almost backflipped from the force, and fell down to the ground. Greg turned, and watched as the man got to his feet. 
         "Not I think today....." said Greg, voice trailing off, as he winded up and threw a lightning fast uppercut at the man. The punch connected with the man's chin, sending him flying backwards with such force, he slid into the wall of the warehouse, and was knocked unconcious. 
         "K-O." said Greg triumphantly, looking around at the carnage left in the wake of the brawl. Victory was sweet.


         "You sure you don't wanna step in the ring?" asked the trainer. "I swear man, your a natural!" he explained, with Greg grinning slightly. 
         "I did what I had to do. My lafe was in danger, so I acted." he replied. The trainer nodded, his small cap moving a little. 
         "Yeah, you did. Nothing wrong with that. Besides, they all had it coming anways." he said. Greg looked to the boxing ring down at the far end of the gym. 
         "Guys like that deserve what they get." he said, getting back to curling the dumbells he had before his workout chair. 
         "Well, if you change your mind, you know where to find me." said the trainer, before getting up and heading back over to the ring, where two men were sparring.
         "I sure do." said Greg, glancing at the sparring session, before giving his complete attention back to the dumbells. His fight training had come in handy today, and he was glad he had that to fall back on in times of danger. Fighting for a living however, didn't really hold his interest. While he had tremendous respect for boxers and their trade, he was happy to weld and repair boat hulls and things. There was something to be said for working with a torch and tools down at the docks for a living. After all, it's not like he didn't have time for the gym or the ring or anything, he just preferred to stay low-key. 
         Some people liked the limelight of fighting, racking up prize money and getting interviewed afterwords. The superstar life suited some, but for him, normality was what he wanted. "As normal as getting involved in an after work brawl." he said to himself, chuckling. After a few more repititions, he was at the end of this particular workout.
         "Yeah!" he exclaimed, before standing up and dropping the dumbells on the rubber floor. He pumped his left fist into the air in celebration, and then with his right fist, mimicked the uppercut that gave him victory the night before in the street brawl. Victory was sweet indeed.



                                                         THE END

